Greetings to all our Satanic Forces!

Dear Comrades, we have been inflicting serious damage to the enemy. Nothing of such would be possible without our faithful Warriors, being in the frontlines for Humanity.

Nobody else is going to do this for us. Yes, people may revolt. People may learn the Truth. But without our support, all will fall in vain and evil will get its way in taking over this world, creating it into a pit of endless destruction. This, only us can change. We have to stand as invisible guardians behind our Gentile people, educate them, enlighten them, but above all, protect them and guide them with our spiritual means to Victory.

The enemy has shed enough blood already. They have lied to and humiliated Humanity enough. Everyday, people are going to suffer more and more. People are falling dead, existing without a chance to see the light. So many people are being misguided, so many people cannot fully revolt and raise their head against the enemy. They are actively being created into slaves. Living has for many lost its meaning. Only if anyone pays attention to what is going on, they will be terrified.

But we will march forward. We have been together all these years, with fire and brimstone we have been pushing the enemy back. We have suffered, we have enjoyed victory. Nothing will be different now. For the love of Satan, the liberator of Humanity, this is our chance to bring about Justice. Just think for a moment for all those people who have needlessly suffered. Think of the plans of the enemy. Think of the humiliation that so many noble and innocent Souls are undergoing. Pay attention to the unceasing injustice and stupidity all around us, inflicted and created on by our enemy. This cannot go for long, for if it will, this world will become ruins.

Now, I am aware of the fact that we are pushing the enemy. I am also aware of the fact that to some this battle might be lengthy, but it has been our written fate to become like the Gods. Decades are nothing to them. But just look at how many things we have accomplished, together, hand in hand, with our Spiritual effort. We are hitting the enemy like an angry ram and we will not stop until the enemy is
defeated. You must always remember, if this ends in any other way, both of us and this World will become ruins. Death will cover this world and all will be lost.

I am also aware of something else, that I want none of you to ever forget. We are children of the House of Satan. In the last hour, in the last minute, in the last battle, we always come victorious. We will emerge. We must build this together, so that all Satanists can be saved. We are a generation, no matter our personal age, that has one mission- to undo the enemy and to pour the fire of purging into their creation. We must achieve this. In all these years, it has been no different. I am ruled by the same undying, unrelenting faith in all of you. I believe that you will be victorious, and I have devoted my life to set my Brothers and Sisters free. Only then, together, we can set free the others, but also, set free this World and ourselves.

This is a time in history, where the Satanic Soul, not only has the means and the ways to impose Satanic Justice, but when we are given a clear plan and understanding of the enemy. We have many hard won freedoms, who have came by blood of other Satanic Souls. Nobody that hears the echoes in their mind can deny this call...We march together and we Win together. All must join, we must become one force, strike brutally and bring this enemy world down to its knees. Then the brave ones, will be able to paint this world as they see fit.

All of us together, we will attack the enemy. These are payback times, fellow Satanists.

15th and 16th of February:

Moon in Gemini - Mass communication, News, Mass Media etc.)

Rituals for the day:

• topic13082.html
• http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/KN92415.htm
• http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/11_9_Ritual.htm

This Ritual is most important and ties into Gemini, as this has to do with revealing the goals of the enemy. Knowledge = End of the enemy. The enemy always tries to deceive and talk themselves out of situations. This highly ties in Gemini, while not sign specific, which can also in certain cases bring out prolific liars.
17th, 18th, 19th of February:

Moon in Cancer - Family, Emotional Mind, Deep Seated Emotions, Feelings, Sticking

1 for each day, in order:
• http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/KN92415.htm

20th, 21st of February:

Moon in Leo: Prominence, Rising above, Pride, Power

Rituals for these days, both for two days:
• topic12279.html
• topic12285.html

22th, 23rd of February:

Moon in Virgo - Cleansing, healing, fault finding, critical thinking

Rituals for these days (both can be done for both days):
• http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/KN92415.htm
• http://josgreece.angelfire.com/N1526.htm

24th, 25th, 26th of February

Rituals for these days, all 3 can be done in the same day:
• topic13082.html
• http://josgreece.angelfire.com/N1526.htm
• http://hailtosatansvictory666.angelfire.com/KN92415.htm

27th, 28th of February

Moon in Scorpio – Power, Severity of attacks, Revenge
Rituals for these days:

• Ritual for the 27th and 28th:
  topic11628.html  

• Ritual for the 27th and 28th:

29th to 1st of March:

Moon in Sagittarius – Spirituality, Higher Conception

• Ritual for the 29th:
  topic11633.html

• Ritual for the 1st:
  topic11638.html

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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